Advancement of multi-target drug discoveries and promising applications in the field of Alzheimer's disease.
Complex diseases (e.g., Alzheimer's disease) or infectious diseases are usually caused by complicated and varied factors, including environmental and genetic factors. Multi-target (polypharmacology) drugs have been suggested and have emerged as powerful and promising alternative paradigms in modern medicinal chemistry for the development of versatile chemotherapeutic agents to solve these medical challenges. The multifunctional agents capable of modulating multiple biological targets simultaneously display great advantages of higher efficacy, improved safety profile, and simpler administration compared to single-targeted agents. Therefore, multifunctional agents would certainly open novel avenues to rationally design the next generation of more effective but less toxic therapeutic agents. Herein, the authors review the recent progress made in the discovery and design processes of selective multi-targeted agents, especially the successful application of multi-target drugs for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease.